
TFC Steering Committee Notes

September 5th
Attendees: Glen, Ben, Joanna, Olivier, Anton, Shebu, Dave

Minutes:
● Infrastructure

○ In Progress - FVPs in the Cloud & UBL license (TFC-198)
○ Requiring Paul to beta test. Setup a meeting with Paul & Vishal & Ben
○ UBL support is in LAVA, and the release will happen this week.
○ Ben will be contacting Paul Black for access to possibly have a need for

extending licenses.
○ With the releases, it may be risky to release this before TF-M & TF-A start

their release testing in late October/November.
○ Joanna, is there anything we can do to improve capacity with the upcoming

release? Ben added two more nodes at the last release and a new Jenkins
master to add capacity. Joanna and the team could try and load the server
kicking and will try this on a weekend

● TF-M CI: LAVA test getting slow (TFC-479) - resolved, MPSs are now all online.

● MBedTLS - No issues

● TFC-247 Mirror TF-M, TF-A, TS projects into GitHub
○ TF-M has the mirroring.
○ A request from Trusted Services just added to the Ticket, Arthur will look into

it.
● Joanna - A new request coming. Update docker images with compilers and new tools

on staging. Could there be a test docker image? They will raise a ticket for this with
the details/requirements.

● Olivier - Random Jobs are failing; this is happening while servers are busy. TFC-488.
Follow up with Paul on the status.

● TF-A LTS
○ TFC-471 TF-A LTS: Request for the script to generate an email for LTS

release announcement
○ There is a meeting after this to review the issues. Still waiting for some of

the other requests to come in. had requested that weMatteo Carlini
prioritize this as its a direct request from the Board.

● Priorities
○ Paul

■ Misra TF-M / TF-A
■ FVP/UBL

○ Arthur
■ Boards - Chromebook Corsola
■ TFC-247 Mirror TF-M, TF-A, TS projects into GitHub
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